The Gans Image is a supremely durable blanket designed for high speed web and sheet-fed presses. The innovative carcass of this blanket is constructed of state-of-the-industry fabrics in a unique closed-cell compressible layer. This exclusive construction helps prevent stretching and gauge loss, which means less frequent repacking and faster, more predictable results on press. Gans Image blankets enable printers to produce sharp crisp dots and improved solids.

Features:
- Low-compression-set rubber formulas allow extra fast rebound at high speeds.
- Buffed face for quick release, enhanced ink carrying ability and sharper dots.
- Compatible with a wide range of printing stocks.

Performance:
- Buffed quick release surface minimizes dot gain and improves the density of solids.
- Uniform gauge assures excellent printing consistency.
- Compressible construction assures longer blanket life.
- Smooth surface provides faster, easier washups.
- Defect-free surface means increased production time.

Durability:
- High tensile backing to prevent stretching and gauge loss.
- Long life without embossing or swelling.
- Resists smashes and sinking.

Physical Characteristics:
- Color: Dark Blue
- Gauge: 3 Ply .067” ± .001”
- Surface: Buffed
- Surface compound: Solvent-resistant rubber blend.
- Stretch: 3 Ply 1.0% 4 Ply 1.1%

Gans is one of the largest converters of blanket material in the USA and will cut, punch and bar blankets for virtually any press. This brochure was printed on presses using Gans Bengal process inks, Gans Diamond Sheen Varnish and Gans Image Blankets.